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Despite its vast plantation areas, 87% of UVAN’s raw materials are procured and about 80% of these come from small farmers who own
fewer than 50 rai of farmland. UVAN therefore prides itself in helping upgrade the standard of living of a lot of people in the rural South.

Into the frying pan
A temporary ban on palm oil plantation financing is putting the brakes

on the expansion of the economic crop that has helped improve

the livelihoods of millions. By Umesh Pandey

‘‘This is counter-productive to the
mandate given to these
institutions. . . . The World Bank
is hurting the people whom it
should be supporting
JOHN CLENDON
Managing Director
Univanich Palm Oil Plc

A
s Thailand-based companies such
as PTT Plc and Univanich Palm
Oil Plc look to expand their oper-

ations outside their home turf to tap
into the growing demand for commodi-
ties, a recent decision to halt the fi-
nancing of palm oil plantations across
the world by major global institutions
are likely to have an impact on them.

The World Bank and its private sector
arm International Finance Corporation,
two the world’s leading institutions
mandated to help the development of
crops and economies in the growth
phase, have recently come under heavy
pressure from various groups, which
has prompted them to temporarily halt
their financing of these projects.

The decision is based on claims that
palm oil plantations and production
are a major contributor to deforestation,
a key factor causing climate change.

The halting of the financing is set to
have major implications on companies
looking to expand their operations
across the region, industry players say.

But there is some hope that once
the World Bank and the IFC conclude
their study, it will likely be in favour of
the industry as in the past. ‘‘The decision
by large institutions such as the World
Bank would have an impact on us and
the livelihoods of the poor,’’ John
Clendon, managing director of Univan-
ich Palm Oil Plc (UVAN), said in a recent
interview with the Bangkok Post.

Mr Clendon, whose 41-year-old com-
pany continues to expand production
by procuring a majority of the fruits
from small farmers, says that countries
such as operators in Cambodia and
other Asean nations have come to study
UVAN’s structure and procurement
methods in order to replicate them in
their country.

‘‘The Cambodians are trying to emu-
late our processes,’’ he says.

About 87% of UVAN’s raw materials
come from outside its own plantations
and about 80% of these come from
small farmers who own less than 50 rai
of land. Thailand’s largest palm-oil pro-
ducer therefore prides itself in helping
upgrade the standard of living of the
majority of people in rural southern
Thailand.

He said the implementation of its
model in Cambodia would be of great
benefit to that country’s poor.

‘‘The way we have done has helped
bring about prosperity to people who
live in this region and they don’t have
to move to the big cities to make a
living,’’ he said.

Therefore, Mr Clendon urges the
World Bank and IFC to consider these
aspects before making the final decision.

He notes that there are some ‘‘mis-
guided’’ people who are pushing for a
ban on the financing of oil palm
plantations.

This may not be necessary. The World
Bank seems to be well aware that palm
oil plantations have helped bring about
prosperity to many parts of the world
including Asia and in particular Asean.

‘‘Palm oil cultivation has boosted
many economies, improving food se-
curity and creating jobs; and the World
Bank Group sees a sustainable palm
oil sector as an important contributor
to furthering economic development
in many developing countries. However,
the sector has been associated in some
countries with negative environmental
and social impacts. Sensitive to this,
the World Bank Group has paused new
palm oil investments while we review

lessons learned and consult with a range
of stakeholders to develop a framework
for future engagement in the sector,’’
the World Bank said in an e-mail to the
Bangkok Post.

‘‘Our aim is to ensure that palm oil
is produced in a sustainable way and
does not degrade the environment. We
believe that prudent management of
natural resources is crucial to ensuring
long-term development opportunities
for the poor, and we need to find solu-
tions that can ensure both sustained
economic development and sustainable
environmental practices.’’

The World Bank has been undertak-
ing various studies from Asia to Africa
to assess the impact of the development.

‘‘The World Bank Group is currently
revising the draft framework for en-
gagement in the sector to reflect the
diversity of viewpoints articulated dur-
ing stakeholder consultations. We expect
to share the revised document in early
January for a 30-day final comment
period and finalise the framework in
early 2011,’’ the World Bank said when
asked when the lift is to be expected.

But with large institutions such as
World Bank and IFC backing out from
possible financing, companies such as
UVAN which are now looking to expand
its production outside Thailand fear
they could possibly feel the heat for
financing from other institutions, in-
cluding the private sector.

‘‘This is counter-productive to the
mandate given to these institutions,’’
he said in a reference to the World
Bank and IFC.

‘‘The World Bank is hurting the peo-
ple whom it should be supporting.’’

PTT, Thailand’s largest oil conglom-
erate, has also started to expand its
operations into production of palm oil
and has taken a plunge by investing
heavily in Indonesia recently. Its sub-
sidiary Green Energy has already started
to undertake plantation although the
firm has not responded to questions
raised by the Bangkok Post on the mat-
ter.

PTT reportedly is looking to use its
palm oil output in the increasingly ubi-

quitous biofuels. At present, less than
10% of the global production of palm
oil goes to the biofuel sector, with edible
oil taking up a majority but the trend is
projected to change.

With the rising demand for both
biofuels and edible oil, it is expected
that demand for palm oil will likely rise
sharply in the years to come. Mr Clendon
estimates that demand for edible oil
alone would likely rise to as much as
100 million tonnes by 2050.

This is also the reason why UVAN
has to make the move to expand its
production base — to secure its raw
materials going into the future.

‘‘We are expanding into Malaysia,
Indonesia and anywhere where land is
available to us but we are looking for
land that is designated for agriculture,
not undeveloped land,’’ he said.

But with the expansion of palm
plantations come the questions raised
by environmentalists about deforest-
ation. This issue was recently raised by
Indonesia, the world’s largest producer
of palm oil.

The Indonesian government earlier
this month called on stakeholders in
the country’s growing palm oil sector
to set up a road map to ensure that oil
palm plantations will not only help
economic growth but promote envir-
onmental sustainability.

Indonesian Trade Minister Mari Elka
Pangestu was recently quoted by the
Jakarta Post as saying that the industry’s
road map was important to determining
the right direction for the country’s oil
palm sector.

‘‘All stakeholders have a responsibility
to find a balance between economic
growth and social progress with aspects
related to environmental sustainability.
Growth could stall if we don’t have a
comprehensive approach,’’ the minister
said.

She said there had been tremendous
growth in the contribution of the palm
oil sector to the country’s GDP within
the last five years. Exports of crude
palm oil (CPO) and related products
have shown remarkable growth. The
exports, which totalled only US$4 billion
in 2004, had increased to almost $15
billion at present, with average growth
of 36% per year.

Production also doubled during the
five-year period, growing 10% a year
on average.

But she said that such a sustainability
scheme should not impose an undue
burden on the supply chain of pro-
duction, starting from farming all the
way to trading, especially for small op-
erators that account for about 40% of
palm oil production in Indonesia.

Global dependence on palm oil will
continue to rise over the next decade.
Thomas Mielke of Oil World said that
about 76-77 million tonnes of palm oil
would be required in 2020, with an
average annual growth rate of 3 million
tonnes.

Indonesia will see an annual growth
rate of 1.9 million tonnes.

It is predicted that Indonesia would
be able to produce 40.5 million tonnes
of palm oil in 2020, almost double the
2010 production of 21.8 million tonnes.
Malaysia is expected to produce 22.8
million tonnes in 2020 from 17.52 mil-
lion tonnes this year.

Meanwhile, global output is predicted
to be up by 3 million to 3.1 million
tonnes in 2011, with Indonesia’s output
to increase by 2.1 million and Malaysia’s
by 700,000 tonnes.
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O
ne of the biggest challenges the
world faces over the next half
century is how to feed a global
population that is rapidly

increasing. Some estimates have world
population topping out at nine billion
by mid-century, a near 50% increase.

World demand for calorie-rich,
nutritious fare is starting to jump. Feeding
so many hungry mouths is a complex
task. But it will never happen unless we
substantially increase food yields,
especially the yields of staple foods such
as palm oil which is already used by
over one billion consumers around the
world.

The good news is that our industry
has the potential to meet the rising
demand. We have invested in
productivity-enhancing technology to
boost yields. And we have done this
while protecting the global environment.
Palm oil is the world’s most sustainable
vegetable oil as it produces significantly
more calories per acre than competing
products. Thus our industry contributes
safe food products to enhance global
food security; protects valuable natural
resources such as forests; and provides
good jobs and careers for an aspirational
middle class.

But there are potential roadblocks to
feeding the world’s billions. Those
obstacles come from a small but loud
minority of misguided policymakers and
activists who wish to put parochial
interests ahead of the broader public
interest.

Take for example the World Bank, for
many years they supported palm oil
development and other plantation
agriculture projects in poorer, less
developed countries. The Bank’s mission
is to help kick-start economic growth.
So supporting plantation agriculture was
long viewed as a worthy goal.

But now the Bank has bowed to the
wishes of a few environmental groups
that have pressured the Bank to halt
funding for plantation agriculture in the
developing world and impose far-
reaching regulations that will stifle the
future of the industry. Environmental
groups claim palm oil harms forests and
wildlife. Knowledgeable observers have
pointed out that this isn’t true; and that

it is likely that these Western-based
environmental groups are instead trying
to help Western agriculture interests.

Whatever the reason for the NGO
opposition, it is worrisome that the Bank
would bend under pressure from activist
groups. It is especially troubling when
the need to feed three billion more people
around the globe is just over the horizon.

Most worrisome of all, the World Bank
is not alone. Regulators throughout the
West are starting to question the

industrial practices of companies in
tropical Asia. Their criticism is tinged
with irony. After all, Western nations
harnessed their natural resources and
endowments on their path to becoming
wealthy and developed. Asian nations
are simply following this time-honored
path to success.

Either way, it is important that all
stakeholders keep their eyes set firmly
on what’s most important — the pressing
need to feed the billions of people who
currently live on less than $2.00 per day,
as well as the billions more that will
need to be fed in the coming decades.
To do that we must produce food that is
safe, inexpensive and sustainable. Palm
oil is the anchor of that global strategy.

The author is the chief executive officer of

the Malaysian Palm Oil Council


